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The combinatorics of Harish-Chandra bimodules
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1. Introduction

1.1. The object of study. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and U = U (g)
its enveloping algebra. On any U-bimodule M e U — mod — U we define the adjoint g-action
ad : g -> EndcM via (ad X)m = Xm — mX for all Xe g, me M. A bimodule is called
"locally adg-finite" if and only if any w e M is "adg-finite", i.e. contained in a finite
dimensional adg-stable subspace.

In this article we study the category Wm of all U-bimodules M e U — mod — U which
are (1) locally adg-finite and (2) of finite length s bimodules. These are the Harish-Chandra
bimodules of the title.

1.2. Motivation. The representation theory of complex semisimple Lie groups like
G = SL (n, C) leads naturally to the study of such bimodules with g = Lie G = $1 (n, C). In
the following discussion of how this comes about we will often want to forget the complex
structure on g and regard it just s a real Lie algebra. In these instances we denote it by gr.

Let π : G -> Autc£" be an admissible representation of G in a complex Banach space
E. We choose a maximal compact subgroup K in G, like K = SU (n), with Lie algebra
ϊ = LiQKci Qr. On the T-finite vectors

EK = {veE\dimCKv< 00}

of E acts gr in a natural way. This space EK with the actions of K and gr is called the
Harish-Chandra module of E. The i?-linear action of gr on EK leads to a C-linear action of
gr ®w C on EK whose restriction to ϊ ®w C is locally finite.

Now t c= gr consists just of the fixed points in gr of some Cartan involution θ : gr -* gr,
given in our example by θ (A) = — l. We may choose an isomorphism of complex Lie
algebras gr ®R C ̂  g χ g such that θ ®R C corresponds to switching the two components
(X, Y)\-+(Y9 X) of (X, Y) e g x g. Then I ®R C corresponds to the diagonal in g χ g. Now
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50 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

there is a canonical isomorphism U (g x g) = U (g) U (we always write ®c = ®) and the
principal antiautomorphism X H-> — ̂  of g leads to an isomorphism U -> Uopp. Thus we
have equivalences of categories

gr ®ß, <C — mod = g x g — mod

£ U (x) U - mod

^ U ® Uopp - mod

^ U - mod - U

and clearly via this chain of equivalences locally I (x)^ C-finite gr ®R C-modules correspond
to locally adg-finite tl-bimodules.

The reason we prefer to work with U-bimodules rather than with gr ®^ C-modules is
that such bimodules can be tensored with each other äs well äs with arbitrary U-modules.
These operations are of great importance and would look awkward when expressed in terms

C-modules.

So from any admissible representation E of G we obtain via a differentiation process
followed by some algebraic manipulations a locally adg-finite U-bimodule EK. One shows
that E"is irreducible if and only if EK is, and that in case £"is a principal series still EK has finite
length, i.e. is an object of 3C m.

Consider for example the action of G = SL («, C) on the füll flag variety

F={Cn= V*=> F"'1^ ... z> K° = 0|dimF i = i}.

It induces an action of G on the Banach space E = L00 (F) of continuous functions F -> C.
This is a principal series representation. The corresponding bimodule EK is the "adg-finite
dual of U/Z + U" which we define presently. Namely we denote by Z c: U the center and let
Z + = Annz C be the central annihilator of the trivial representation C of g. Then U/Z + U
is a U-bimodule, and so is its (algebraic) dual. The adg-finite dual is now the subspace of all
adg-finite vectors in the algebraic dual space.

Certainly a central problem in representation theory is to compute the composition
factors of principal series representations or, equivalently, of their duals, i.e. of U-bimodules
like U/Z + U. This problem is solved by the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures, which by now are
a theorem due to Beilinson- Bernstein and Brylinski-Kashiwara [BB81], [BK81], [Spr82].

We approach this problem from another side, translating it down roughly speaking to a
Statement on Z-bimodules. Although this translated problem looks much easier than the
original one, we have to invoke the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures to solve it. Nevertheless the
method has the benefit of allowing deeper insight in the structure of the category 3C <& and
thus ultimately of principal series representations.
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Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules 51

1.3. Example. Take g = sl(2, C) and consider in tfm the subcategory

X = {M E tf< \(Z+}nM = M (Z+)" = 0 for n » 0} .

Our dual principal series U/Z + U lies in this category s well s the trivial bimodule C. There
is an obvious surjection φ : U/Z + tI -> C, whose kernel L = ker</> can be shown to be
irreducible. In fact, up to isomorphism L and C are the only irreducible objects in 3tf.

As was shown by Gelfand-Ponomarev [GP 68], the C-category 3tf is equivalent to the
category of finite dimensional complex representations of the quiver

Φ

1)
with relations η ψ = Ο = φη and η,φψ nilpotent. This approach to the combinatorics of 2tf
is certainly most clear and beautiful. It has been generalized to Lie algebras of rank two by
Irving [Irv], but it seems hard to go further.

The approach followed in this paper does not look quite s neat for 9 = 5! (2, C) but
generalizes to arbitrary g. The description of 3C looks now s follows: We consider the
complex plane C2 with coordinate functions ̂ and Y9 so that the ring of all regul r functions
on C2 is R(C2) = C [_X, 7]. Then inside C2 we consider the diagonal Ae = {(*,*)}, the
other diagonal As = {(x, — x)} and their union Ae\j As. The regul r functions R(Ae), R(AS)
and R(Ae u As) on these sets are modules over R(C2) = C [X, 7] and we form the <C-algebra

A = Endc[Jrtn( (Je) Θ R(Aeu4)) ·

Certainly C \X, 7] maps to A. We will show that 3C is equivalent to the category of all finite
dimensional right ,4-modules on which X and Υ act nilpotently. To explain how this
generalizes to arbitrary g, we need some results on Hecke algebras.

1.4. Hecke algebras and bimodules. Let (W, £f) be any Coxeter System. For simplicity
assume ̂  to be finite. Let / : W -» Z>0 be the length function. We have the Hecke algebra
H = H(i^9^)= 0 Ζ[ί,ί~^~]Ίχ s in [KL80]. The multiplication is given by the for-

jce^T
mulas ΊχΎγ = Ύχν for all x,yei^ such that l(x) + l(y) = l(xy) and Ί2 = t2 + (t2 - 1)TS
for all s e £f. Let E be the geometric representation of the Coxeter group if defined in
[BouSl], Ch. 5, § 4, and let V = E ®R C be its complexification. Let S = S (V*) = R (V) be
the Symmetrie algebra mV* alias the regul r functions on V. The ring S is given a grading
such that deg F* = 2, thus S= 0 S1' with S1 = 0 for odd i, S° = C, S2 = F*.

i ^ O

For any additive category st form the split Grothendieck group <«£/>. This is the free
abelian group on the objects modulo the usual relations for each split short exact sequence.
Any object Aestf defines an element <^4> e <«£/>. We consider the category S — Molf — S of
graded S-bimodules which are finitely generated s left 5-modules and write Homs 9 s for
bimodule homomorphisms. The group <S — Molf— S> forms even a ring under ®s.
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52 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

For any graded object M = φ M1 define the shifted objects M (n) by

)' = M1"".

For any s e y consider the s-invariants Ss c= S.

Theorem l . There is a ring homomorphism $ : H -> <5 — Molf — S
i (0 = <S(1)>, <?(TS + 1) = <S ®ssSy for all se^.

Remember Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL 80] defined a new basis {Cx}xeii/· of H over
Z [t, t "*]. The following theorem is one of the main results. It is proved in section 4.

Theorem 2. Suppose W is cristallographic [BouSl], i.e. a Weyl group.

l . For all χ e W there are objects Bx 6 S — Molf — S, well defined up to isomorphism,
such that £ (C'x) = <BX>.

2. The Βχ are indecomposable.

3. Form the graded algebra A = A(iT9 &\ V) = Ends0s (0 Bx). Then A = 0 A1

χ i^O
ήϋβΑ only in positive degrees. Furthermore the projections \x onto the Exform a basis ofA°.

4. The Homs 0 s (B^., By) are graded free right S-modules offinite rank. For any com-
mutative (not necessarily graded} S-algebra S' the canonical map

is an isomorphism. Analogous Statements holdfrom the left.

Remarks. 1. To see that the Bx are well defined the reader should prove a Krull-
Remak-Schmidt theorem for finitely generated graded modules over polynomial rings.

2. Together 3. and 4. imply even a much stronger Statement than 2. Namely, if we
consider the S-algebra C = S° then B .̂ ®s C is an indecomposable S-module even if we
forget about grading.

3. The theorem would imply the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures. Thus it is a pity we
need these conjectures to prove it. In fact I conjecture the theorem to hold for any finite if^.

4. In case Cx = t~l(x) J] Ty the bimodule Ex has a very simple description. Namely
y^x

consider for any y e *W the twisted diagonal Ay = {(yv , t;)} in V x V. The regul r functions
X) on Δ^χ= y Ay form a graded module over (Kx V) = S (g) S. If we consider

this s an S-bimodule and shift the grading down by l(x) we obtain Ex. In formulas,
Ex ^ R (Δ ^ J ( — / (x)). For arbitrary χ still Bx has support in the closed reduced subscheme
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5. In general, C; = t~l(x) £ ^z.*('2)Tz and Homs<g>s(B*> By) is free s a right S-

module of rank £ ΡΪ§,(1)ΡΖ§,(1)Γ*
z

6. The last point of the theorem can be interpreted s follows: Consider A s an
algebra over C ® S = S, i.e. s a family of algebras over Spec S. Then the family A is flat
and over the generic point it is just a sum of\i^\ matrix algebras of various sizes. On the
contrary over the closed point 0 e i)* cz Spec S our family A specializes to "the algebra of
category 0".

1.5. Harish-Chandra bimodules. Let us again go into the general Situation. Let
g => b =D l) be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, a Borel and a Cartan and (nST, 5^) the
associated Coxeter System. Let U z> Z z> Z + be the enveloping algebra, its center and the
kernel of the trivial central character. We will restrict our attention to the direct summand 2tf
of 2tf<e given by

tf = {MeJif^\(Z+)nM = M(Z+)n = 0 for n » 0} .

Recall from theorem 2 the graded algebra A = A (W, if\ l)*). Put

nil - A = {Me mod - A \ dimM < oo and M A1 = 0 for ι » 0}.

We will prove in section 5.1

Theorem 3. There exists an equivalence of categories 3P ^ nil — A.

1.6. Thanks. I thank Jens Garsten Jantzen and Henning Haahr Andersen for
pointing out errors in a preliminary version.

2. Hecke algebras and bimodules

2.1. Realization of the Hecke algebra via bimodules. For any Coxeter System (iP,
the Hecke algebra

is defined over Z[#, q~l~] by generators {Ts}se^ and relations Ts
2 = (q — 1)TS + q for all

seSf and TsTf . . . T, = T,TS . . . Ts (resp. TsTt . . . Ts = TtTs . . . T,) with n factors on both
sides in case s, t e £f are distinct, st is of order n and n is even (resp. odd). Later we set
H = fl ®ζ[Μ-ΐ]Ζ[ί, /-1] with q = t2.

We assume from now on that ̂  is finite. As in the introduction let V be the com-
plexified geometric representation of ar, but since we work with fl we have to grade S s
usual, S1 = F*. So we are interested in the split Grothendieck group of left 5-finite graded
S-bimodules <S — Molf — 5>. This group is even a ring under ®s. We want to prove:
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54 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

Theorem 4. There is a ring homomorphism S : fi -» <S — Molf—
, * (Ts + 1) = <S ®s. S) for all s E S.

Proof. Let us Interpret S — mod — 5 s the category of all quasicoherent sheaves
on V x F. Consider in V χ K the twisted diagonals ΛΛ = {(;«;, v) 1 1? e F} for all χ e i^. For
any subset ^4 cz W define AA = (J Δχ and consider the ring of regul r functions on ΔΑ to

xeA
be denoted (4J = R(A) e S- Molf- S. For example, R(x) ®s R(y) ^ (*y) for all
x, y E W. The proof of the theorem relies on the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Suppose ^ = {s, t} and W is finite, i.e. W is afinite dihedral group.
Choose xei^ and sei A = {w ^ Λ:} c: if. Then in S — Molf— S there is an isomorphism

S®S.R(A) s R(AvsA) 0 R(AnsA)(l) .

Proof. Postponed to the next subsection.

We deduce the theorem. Without restriction of generality we assume that W is a finite
dihedral group. Let us abbreviate notation and set R(^x) = R({w ^ je}) for any χ Ε 'W.
Certainly we can define an homomorphism of abelian groups S : H -> <*S — Molf— 5>
by the prescription

Σ TW) = < (^JC)(/I)> foralljceiT, n

Then *(?) = <S(1)> and i(Tf + 1) = CR(^s)> = <S ®555> for all se^, the latter
equality by the proposition with χ = e the identity of W.

We just have to show that this <f is an algebra homomorphism. For this it is sufficient
to check for all χ E ^9 s e £f the equality

1) Σ Tj = <Sf®
W^ JC

No w set again A = {w ^ χ}. Α short calculation in fl shows that

(Ts + i) Σ TW= Σ T
W + ι Σ τ,·

wfsjc weAusA veAnsA

We compare with the above proposition and are through. q.e.d.

Further remarks to the theorem. l . Suppose *W is finite and ME S — Molf — 5 is
such that <M > is in the image of S. Then M has support in the reduced closed subscheme
J^-c: Fx F.

2. Let *S — mof — S denote the category of all finitely generated 5-bimodules. Consider
for any 3F e S — mof— S and χ e if the dimension dx(^) of its (geometric) stalk at the
generic point of Ax and define the "cycle map" # : <S- mof- S> -> Z[£iTJ] by
J^ κ> Σ dx(&)x. Then the composition ^o ̂  : fl -> Z [[lT]] is the evaluation at q = l
(and factors in particular over Z[iT] c Z[[iT]]).
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Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules 55

2.2. Deformation of Schubert calculus. In this subsection let us suppose always that
W is finite. To prove proposition l we first have to develop some generalities. Any reflection
s : V -» Fdefines a map s : S -> S. If we choose an equation α E F* of the reflecting hyper-
plane V\ we may define the "twisted derivation" ds = 3s

a : S -> S,/»-* (2α)~1(/- sf). If
Xa V is closed and s-stable, then s : S -» 5 induces a map 5- : CY) -> jR (X) and Λ (T)
decomposes into eigenspaces R(X) = R(X)+ 0 R(X)~. If in addition no irreducible
component of X lies inside Vs then even 3S : S -> 5 induces a map s : (-Sf) -» ^(JSf) and
we see that s and multiplication by α are mutually inverse isomorphisms R(X)~ ++ R(X) +

compatible with the Ss-module structures.

Now instead of V let us consider V χ F, with the reflection s e IST acting only on the
first factor. The above considerations give us s, ds : S ® S -» S ® S and even

s,8s:R(A) -

in case ^4 c= τίΓ is .s-stable. These are homomorphisms in Ss — mod — S.

Lemma 1. Let A c: iff be s-stable. Then there is an isomorphism of graded S-bimo-
dules S ®SSR(A) ^ R(A) 0 R(A)(l).

Proof. R( ) = R(A)+ 0 (yi)", 5 ®SS (^)+ ^ Λ(^) by multiplication and fur-
thermore the multiplication by α : R(A)+ (1) -> (^f)~ is an isomorphism. q.e.d.

Consider the ring R(W} of regul r functions on the union A^ of all twisted diagonals.
Obviously the left and right actions of S^ on R (W} coincide. Therefore we have a surjection
S® r S

Lemma 2. The surjection S ®51r S -» R(i^) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let K be the kernel. Since

dim (S ®s^ Quot 5) = | W \ = dim (Λ (τΤ ) ®s Quot 5)

we have K (x)s Quot 5 = 0. But S ®sr S is torsionfree s a right S-module, and so is K.
This implies K = 0. q.e.d.

Let w0 e 'yST be the longest element.

Proposition 2. There is a nonzero element (t)ER(i^) homogeneous of degree /(w0)
such that φ \ Δχ = 0 for all χ φ w0.

Proof of proposition 2. We Start with some preparatory lemmata. For xei^ we
choose a reduced expression je = ^ . . . sr, st e Sf, and form θχ = 3 1 . . . 5Sr : R(i^) -> R(W~).
Following [BGG73] the dx are well defined up to scalars. They commute with the right
S-action.

Lemma 3. For allfe R (W} the element d fbelongs to the Image of\® Sin
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Proof. For all h e R(W) andse^ the element ds h e R(W} is fixed by s. So 3WO/
is fixed by all s e &*, hence by TUT. This proves the lemma. q.e.d.

Lemma 4. Lei I ci R(i^} be an ideal. Then I + ds I is an ideal s well, for all st£f.

Proof. We need to show that / -f ds I is stable under left and right multiplication by
feS. For the right multiplication this is clear since ds commutes with (·/). For the left
multiplication use the formula ds(fm) = (dsf)m + (sf}(dsm) for all/e S and m E R(W).

q.e.d.

After these preparatory lemmata let us now prove proposition 2. It will be important
to distinguish hg = h(\ (x) g) and gh = (g <g> 1) h for h e R(W\ geS. Choose /e R(iT)
homogeneous of degree d such that f\Ax = Q for all χ φ w0. Certainly /S is an ideal of

\ and using the preceding lemma repeatedly we find that £ ( d x f } S is an ideal of
s well.

Let i : V -» y Jx, t; h-> (t;, t;) be the diagonal, /* : R(H^} -> 5 the corresponding
comorphism. I claim that

Here the inclusion ^> is evident since dwof=i - i*(5Wo/) by lemma 3. If /= 0 equality
is evident s well. If not, we need

Lemma 5. Suppose /e R(H^) is such that / |ζ1χΦθο.χ = νν0. Then
and from d y f \ AXWQ Φ 0 follows χ ̂  y.

Proof. From the definition of ds we deduce

(1)

and

(2) {/| Ax = 0 and f\ Asx Φ 0} => { s/| zlx Φ 0 and f/| Asx Φ 0}

The lemma follows by induction. q.e.d.

So if /| Jx = 0 for all χ Φ vv0 but /| Jwo φ 0 then the 5x/are linearly independent
for the right S-action on R( r) and the equality (*) follows by counting dimensions
in each degree. Thus indeed £ ( d x f ) S = R(iP)i*(d„0f). This says in particular that

f= ( ^ ( d ^ f ) for suitable φ = φί e R(W}. It is immediate that such a φ = (f)f satisfies the
conditions of the proposition. q.e.d. (Proposition 2)

The following proposition should be viewed s a deformation of classical Schubert
calculus [BGG73], [Dem 73].
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Proposition 3. 1. The space {/e R(iT)\f\Ax = 0 ifx Φ H>O} w /r^ rfcA/ S-module
of rank one, gener ated by a homogeneous element φ e R (W) of degree /(w0).

2. The dx φ with xeW form a basis of R( ^) considered s a right S-module.

Proofofproposition. Let φ be s in proposition 2. Then 5W00 is not zero by lemma 5
and of degree zero, hence a scalar. The dx4> are linearily independent for the right S-action,
again by lemma 5, and they generate the right S-module R(H^\ by equation (*).

To establish the proposition, we prove first

Lemma 6. For any y e ̂  the Images in R(^y) of the ^xφ with xw0 ^ y form a
basis of this right S-module.

Proof. This follows from three obvious facts: First R(^y) is a quotient of
second 8χφ vanishes on Az unless xw0 ^ z and third R(^ y) is generically free of rank
| {z rg y} | s a right S-module. q.e.d.

Now if /e R(iT) vanishes on all Ax except AWQ, it is clear that f=φh for suitable
A e S (so in particular we can put φ = φ.) q.e.d. (Proposition 3)

Finally we get at

Proofofproposition 1. Recall that in the proposition W was assumed to be a dihe-
dral group. If χ > sx the proposition follows from lemma l . If χ = e it follows from lemma 2.
So suppose χ < sx, χ ή= e. Then A — s A = {je, rx] with r e 1^ a reflection. Consider the
subspace Ax + Arx c V x V. This is a hyperplane. Let β e S ® S be its equation. This is well
defined up to a scalar.

Lemma 7. Λ(^4) is gener ated s an object of Ss — mod — S by (the Images of) β
and 1.

Proof. R(A) is generated s an object of S — mod — S by 1. So it is generated s an
object of Ss — mod — Sbya = a ® l and l . Since deg β = l , the only thing we have to show
is that β does not lie in the image of (F*)s ® l + l ® K*. Now the orthogonal complement
of the latter subspace of (K 0 K)* is the line F~00c: F© F. But this line is not contained
inAx + Arx. q.e.d.

Now consider the S-subbimodule of R (A) generated by . Certainly

Remark that β \ Ay Φ 0 for all y other than x, rx. Indeed it is easy to see that

[Ay + A,= F x F } o {AynAz = 0} o {F^l2 = 0}

o {y~lz is neither the identity nor a reflection}

o {y Φ ζ but detOO = det(z)}.
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58 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

So Ay + Ax + Arx = V x K for any y other than Λ:, rx and thus /? | Ay Φ 0 for all those y.
Hence the S-subbimodule of R( ) generated by β has to be isomorphic to R(Ar\sA)(\).

Let M c R (A) be the subobject in Ss — mod — S generated by β and consider the
short exact sequence

» coker.

Using lemma l and glancing at its proof we get an isomorphism S ®SSM = R (A n s A) (l).
Using lemma l again we see that the S (g) S-action on our three bimodules factors over
R(A \jsA). Using lemma 7, coker is a cyclic R(A usA)-module. Using lemma 6 to count
dimensions in each degree, we see that even coker £ R (A u s A). Thus the sequence splits.

q.e.d. (Proposition 1)

3. Deformation of projectives in category 0

3.1. Definition of the deformations. Let g z> b z> t) be a complex semisimple Lie
algebra, a Borel and a Cartan. As before let S = 5(1)) be the Symmetrie algebra over the
Cartan, U = U (g) the enveloping algebra and Z a U the center. Consider the classical
category Θ = G (g, b) consisting of all M e g — mod that are finitely generated over g, locally
finite over b and i)-semisimple. For any λ e l)* consider the Verma module M (λ) = U ®b CA,
its unique irreducible quotient L(X) and the projective cover Ρ(λ) of L(A) in 0. Let
i)* z> Λ D + z> Λ be the dual of i), the roots of g, the roots of b and the simple roots. Let
P(R) <= fj* be the weight lattice.

Under the action of I) our category Θ decomposes into Θ = @ ΘΛ where A runs over
all shifted weight lattices A e fy*/P(R). Let ρ e 1)* be the half sum of positive roots. Set
Λ+ = {λεΛ\(λ + ρ9α)φ {-l, -2,...} for all aeR + }. Under the action of Zc=U and
using once more the action of l), the ΦΑ decompose further into 0A = (J) Ολ where λ runs
over A + . The &λ cannot be decomposed further. Let the dot action of *W on i)* be defined
by w - λ = w (λ + ρ) — ρ. The simple objects of Θλ are precisely the L (μ) with

For any l, μ e A * there is a translation functor 0 £ : Θλ -* &μ. All this is explained in [Jan 83] .

For any commutative C-algebra A put g^ = g ® A. This is a Lie algebra over A. Let
now T = 5(0) be the local ring of Spec S at 0 e l)* c Spec 5. We are going to define for any
commutative Γ- algebra Γ' and any Λ E t)* /P (R) a f ll additive subcategory

along with a decomposition 2Λ(Τ') = φ ^(7") and translation functors
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Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules 59

for any two A, μ e Λ +. Of particular interest are the Q)A (Γ), ^λ(Γ) which we will just call
2A, &λ. The objects of Q)A (resp. ®Λ) are to be thought of s deformations of projectives in
0A (resp. Φλ).

Let us start with the definition of Q)A(T'}. First define for any λ e 1)* the "deformed
Verma" Μλ e QT — mod by Μλ = U ® b (CA ® Γ). Here b acts on CA s usual, on Γ via the
composition b -» l) -> S -» Tand on (Q ® Γ) via the tensor product action. The action of
T on Μλ is the obvious one.

Definition 1. QA(T') is the smallest f ll subcategory of gr — mod which

(1) contains Μλ ®T T' for all λ e Λ + ,

(2) is stable under tensoring with finite dimensional representations of g and

(3) is stable under taking direct sums and summands.

In the following let us investigate these categories with the ultimate goal to convince
the reader that their objects are deformations of projectives. For any finite dimensional
representation £Of g let P(E) c fy* be the multiset of weights with multiplicities. We will
frequently use the following

Lemma 8. The QT-module £® Μλ has a filtration with subquotients MA + V where v
runs over P (E).

Proof. Write E ® Μλ = E ® (U ® b (CA ® Γ)) = U ® b (E ® CA (g) Γ). Now £ con-
sidered s a b-module has a filtration with successive subquotients Cv where v runs over
P (E). This gives the required filtration on E (S) Μλ. q.e.d.

We will implicitely use the following triviality.

Lemma 9. Let A be a commutative ring and M an A-module. Suppose

supp M c Spec A

is contained in a finite union of closed, pairwise disjoint subsets Vtc:SpecA. Then the
M{ — {me M\ supp m a V.} are submodules of M and M = φ Mi .

Now the categories @A(T') decompose under the action of Z® T'. Let me first
explain this for T' = T. Consider for any μ e i)* the closed subset supp Μμ c Spec (Z ® T).
Let m c= T be the maximal ideal. Let ξ : Z -» S be the Harish-Chandra homomorphism,
normalized by the requirement that ξ (z) — z 6 Un, and denote by ξ s well the map
1)* -> Max Z induced by the Harish-Chandra homomorphism on the closed points of the
spectra. One may check that (ξ (μ), m) is the unique closed point in supp Μμ. But any closed
subset of Spec (Z ® Γ) contains a closed point. Hence supp Μμ n supp Mv φ 0 if and only
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60 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

Now for any χ e Max Z put T (χ) = \J suppM^. These T (χ) are pairwise disjoint
ξ(μ) = X

closed subsets of Spec (Z ® Γ). By lemma 8 any object of Q)A is supported in a union of
finitely many of the T (χ) with χ ε ξ (Λ). For any χ e Max Z let &A ci ̂  be the subcate-
gory consisting of all objects ME Q)A with supp M c: Γ (χ). This gives us a decomposition of
categories ̂  = 0 î f .

Now let us treat the case of general T'. The structural map φ : T -> T' certainly
induces a map Spec (Z (g) T) -> Spec (Z® Γ). Denote by T '(χ) the preimage of T (χ).
These are also pairwise disjoint closed subsets of Spec (Z (x) T') and just s before we put
2* (T') = {Me@A(T')\suppMc: T' (χ)} and get a decomposition

On the other hand, the categories 3tA(T') decompose under the action of ϊ)Γ , . Namely,
for all μ e i)* and M e gr, — mod define the μ-eigenspace Μμ c: M by

ΛΡ = {t; 6 M\ Xv = φ (Χ+μ(Χ)) v for all Xe l)}.

Here the left hand side multiplication is to be understood with Xe i) c g, the right hand
side with Χ+μ(Χ)εΤ and φ(Χ+ μ(Χ}} e T'. Then Μμ is a Γ'-submodule of
M, and for all cefy*/ZR the subspace Mc — φ Μμ c M is a gr-submodule. Now it

/iec
is evident from the definition that every Me^A(T') decomposes s T'-module into
M = φ Μμ and s g^-module into M = 0 Mc. This gives even a decomposition of

με/l ceA/IR
categories

ce^L/Z

For any μ e fy* denote by μ its image in Λ/ZR.

Definition 2. For any μ e Λ put 3)μ (Τ') = ®Α
(μ\Τ'} η 2%(T').

Proposition 4. (i) 2A(T')= © ®λ(Τ').
λεΛ +

(ii) Μλ®τΤ'<Ξ@λ(Τ'}/θΓαΙΙλεΛ + .

Proof. This is clear from the definitions. q.e.d.

Let prA : 2A(T') ->· ®Α(Γ') be the projection functors along this decomposition. For
any two μ,νεΛ+ define the translation functor θν

μ : 9μ (Τ'} -> Q)v (T'} by

where E is a finite dimensional g-module with extremal weight v — μ. We have an adjoint-
ness (θν^, θ;).
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Recall λ e I)* is called regul r if and only if <Λ, + ρ, ά> Φ Ο for all α e R. If /l, μ 6 Λ +

and l is regul r, then θμ
λ(Μλ ®Γ Τ') ^ Μμ ®T Γ', using lemma 8 and Standard arguments

[Jan 83].

Now we come to the most interesting properties of these deformation categories.

Theorem 5. For any two M, 7V e ̂  the space HomgT (M, 7V) is a free T-module of
finite rank, and for any T' the canonical map

HomgT(M,7V)®Tr -> HomgT ,(M® rr,7V®Tr)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By the adjointness (£®, £"* ®) and the defmitions we may assume M = Μλ
with λ e Λ+ and 7V e Ο)λ. It is then clear that N is a direct summand of a gr-module which
admits a finite filtration with subquotients of the form Μμ where ξ (μ) = ξ (λ), β = λ. In
particular Νλ is a free Γ-module annihilated by [b, b]. Hence

HomgT (M, N) = HomgT (Μλ, Ν)

(U® b (C A ®r) ,7V)

(C,® Γ, 7V)

= Νλ

and similarily HomgT,(M ®τ 7", 7V ®Γ Γ') = 7VA ®T T'. The theorem follows. q.e.d.

The next theorem explains why one should consider the objects of Q)A s deforma-
tions of projectives from &A.

Theorem 6. 1. The specialization ®T C : &A -> GA gives a bijection between objects
of Q)A and projectives in &A (both considered up to isomorphism).

2. The translation functors commute with specialization.

Proof. 2. is clear. 1. is proved in [Soe90]. In some sense it is a refined and disguised
Version of the "classification of projective functors" theorem from [BG80]. q.e.d.

More generally, let / c T be an ideal of finite codimension. Let / s well denote /n S.
On any M e g — mod which is locally finite over I) the nilpotent part of the I)-action gives rise
to a morphism S->EndgM. Let G1 consist of all locally b-finite and finitely generated
g-modules such that this S-action factors over S/I. We have analogously to category & (the
case / = m) decompositions &l = (J)&A, GA = φ&[ and translations θμ

λ : &[ -> &ι
μ.

Theorem 7. 1. The L· specialization ® Γ Γ/ / :®^-> &Α gives a bijection between
objects of ' 2A and projectives in GA (both considered up to isomorphism).

5 Journal f r Mathematik. Band 429
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62 Soergel, Harish-Chandra bimodules

2. The translation functors commute with I-specialization.

Proof. 2. is clear. For 1. remark that MA (x)r T//is projective in &1, for all dominant
λ e fy*. Thus for all Mt<2)A the object M ®Γ Γ/7 is projective in G1

A. Then the Statement
follows from the preceding theorem. q.e.d.

On the other band the Situation over the generic point is easy. Put Q = Quot T.
Certainly i)* c= fy*. Consider in fyg also the "tautological weight" τ whose restriction to
l) c: l)Q is given s the identity to l) c: S c: Q. For Aet)*/P(R) the category

decomposes s ΘΛ + τ = φ 0 + t, and the summands are semisimple with only one simple

object, namely the irreducible Verma module Μ(λ + τ) over g .

Theorem 8. 1. Specialization to the generic point is afunctor (x)r Q : &Λ -> ΦΛ + τ and
maps Ο)λ to 0μ Ομ + τ where μ runs over (IR + λ) n (W - λ).

2. Under ®T Q the translation θ χ : Ο)λ -> Ο)λ, decomposes into the matrix of functors
(Tf) /θΓμε(ΖΚ + λ)η(1^' λ), μ' e (Z R + λ') n (Hr - λ'} with Tf = 0£ W (resp. Tf = 0)
if there exists (resp. doesn't exist) wei^ such that w - λ = μ, w - λ' = μ'.

Proof. Left to the reader.

3.2. Endomorphisms of deformed antidominant projecti ves. To save energy and indices,
let us henceforth restrict our attention to the integral case. Let vv0 e Hf be the longest
element. For AeP( )+ let Ρλ€@>λ be the deformation of the antidominant projective
P(w0 · λ) e &λ. Set ϋΤλ = {w e W \ w · λ = λ}. Let Αλ : Z ® T -> T ®r^ T be the composi-
tion Z® Γ -î i S® T (+/l)(8)id> 5® Γ -> Γ®Γ^Γ, where (+A) :S -> 5 denotes the
comorphism of (+A) : t )* -* I)*.

Theorem 9. Assume λ e P(R)+. Then the multiplication Z ® T -* EndPA is a surjec-
tion, hi : Z ® T -> Γ ®Γ^ Γ Αα^ /mage Τ^λ ®T* Tandboth these maps have the same kernel.
So we have a canonical isomorphism

Now let λ, μ e P( )+ and assume ̂  c ̂ . Then certainly Θ^Ρλ ^ Ρμ.

Theorem 10. W^ Auwe α commutative diagram

i «i
Τ^®Τ*Τ ->

where the left vertical arrow is just the inclusion.
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Now let us give the proofs.

Proofof theorem 9. For regul r λ this is just a Step in the proof of the Endomor-
phismensatz of [Soe90], although it is not explicitely stated there. We can, however, argue
in the opposite direction s well. From theorem 8 we obtain a commutative diagram

Z ® T - + End
9T Λ

i l
Z®Q -* EndQQ(eM(^ + T)).

If we read it carefully, it proves that kerAA annihilates Ρλ. By some invariant theory
imAA = Τ^®τ* T. Thus we get a map Τ^λ®τ* T -> EndPA. Since it induces iso-
morphisms on the generic point and the closed point of Spec J", the latter by the
Endomorphismensatz of [Soe90], it has to be an isomorphism. q.e.d. (Theorem 9)

Proof of theorem 10. It certainly suffices to check commutativity over the generic
point, i.e. after applying ®TQ. But then this follows from some thinking and theorem 8.

q.e.d. (Theorem 10)

3.3. Homomorphisms between deformed projectives. Let us fix λΕΡ(Κ)+. Let us
abbreviate Τ^λ = Τλ. Remember the deformed antidominant projective Ρλ e £>λ and the
surjection Τλ ® T -» EndPA. Thus we have a functor

l/ = 1/A = HomBT(PA, ) : 9T - mod -» Τλ - mod - T .

Theorem 11. For any two Μ,ΝΕ3>λ the canonical map

l/:Hom9T(M,JV) ^ Honv®r(^M, VN)

is an isomorphism.

We will start out proving approximations to this theorem. Remark first that for any
commutative Γ-algebra T1 and ME Ο)λ we have canonically

V (M ®T T') = Hom9T(PA, M ®τ Γ)
= Hom8T/ (Ρλ ® τ Γ , M ® τ Γ )

= Hom9T(PA, M) ®Γ Τ by theorem 5

Choose now an ideal /c T of finite codimension. By theorem 7 the category
consists just of the projective objects in G[ and certainly Hom T(M, N) = HomQ(M, 7V)
for all M, N e 3>λ(Τ/Ι). We show s a first approximation to our theorem:

Proposition 5. For any M, 7V 6 ̂ λ(Γ/7) the canonical map
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w a« isomorphism.

Proof. We make an induction on the codimension of /. For / = m the proposition
reduces to the "structure theorem" of [Soe 90] . So suppose / c J c rare two different ideals,
/// = C and the theorem is known for / already.

Since 7V is free over T / I , there is a short exact sequence

E= {N®TJ/I c> N-» N®TT/J}

in 0/. Since M is projective in C?/, the sequence Homg(M, £") is exact s well. On the other
hand the preceding remarks show that VE is the sequence

VN®TJ/I c» 1/7V-» VN®TT/J.

By theorem 5 the right Γ-module VN is free over Γ/7, thus 5/Έ is also exact. So
HomrA(g>r(S/M, ϊ/jE) is left exact.

Consider the obvious map of sequences

Homg(M,£) -» Homr^r(S/M, VE).

It is an isomorphism on both ends, by the structure theorem and the induction hypothesis.
We conclude by a diagram chase that our map of sequences is also an ismorphism in the
middle. q.e.d.

Let G™ <= g — mod be the f ll subcategory of modules of finite length with all com-
position factors in Θλ. In other words, G™ = (J &[. The nilpotent part of the i)-action on
objects of Θ™ gives rise to an *S-action which extends to a Γ-action. Thus (9A°° embeds s a
f ll subcategory in gr — mod.

Corollary 1. Let Q e &{ be projective. Thenfor any Me&™ the canonical map

i/:Home(M,fi) -> Homr,0 r( i/M, l/ )

w απ isomorphism.

Proof. For M e (P/ projective this is the proposition. For M e 0/ arbitrary use a
projective resolution. For M e (9™ arbitrary one restricts to M l IM. q.e.d.

Proof of theorem 11. In the following discussion we will concentrate on the right
Γ-module structures of all our objects. At the generic point of Spec T our map V of the
theorem is an isomorphism, since there by theorem 8 all objects of Ο)λ decompose into sums
of irreducible Verma modules. Thus V is injective and its cokernel coker V is torsion over T.
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Now consider for any ideal / c T of finite codimension the commutative diagram

l l
HomgT(M®rr//,7V(x)rr//) -> Hom rA0r(l/M ®Γ Γ/7, VN®TT/I).

The left vertical and lower horizontal are already known to be isomorphisms, by theorem 5
and the preceding proposition. Thus V : HomQT(M, N) -> HomrA(g) T(VM, VN) induces
a split injection on the completions at m e Spec T. Now completion is exact on noetherian
Γ-modules, thus (coker !/) Λ = coker ( l/ A ). This is a submodule of HomrA ® Γ ( Ϊ/ Af , l/W) Α

via the Splitting and is torsion over Tsince coker V is. But HomTA(g)r(il/M, V N) clearly
is torsion free s a jT-module, thus its completion is torsion free over T s well. These
Statements together show coker V = 0, i.e. V is an isomorphism. q.e.d. (Theorem 11)

3.4. Relation with translations. For any λ e P(R)+ let us denote

€λ =ΕηάΡ=

We thus have the functor νλ:@λ -» €λ — mod. Now suppose ^eP(/?)+ s well and
ΊΤμ c ΟΤλ. Let res^ : €μ - mod -* CA - mod be the restriction.

Theorem 12. The following diagrams commute:

Ο) -> C^-mod ® -> CA-mod

®λ -> CA-mod, ^μ -> C^-mod.

It is useful to have in mind s well:

Proposition 6. There is an equivalence of functor s

C* ®CA s HomcA(C", ) : CA - mod -^ CM - mod .

Proof of theorem 12. Certainly θμ
λΡλ ^ Ρμ and by theorem 10 the induced map on

endomorphisms is just the inclusion CA -> C". Thus for any β Ε @μ we have

and the first diagram commutes.
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In particular νθ*Ρμ ^ €μ s CA-module and also s C^-module, where the latter
action comes from the C"-action on Ρμ. Thus

Ρμ, l/ )
^, i/ ).

q.e.d. (Theorem 12)

Proof of proposition 6. Both functors are exact and strongly additive, thus we need
only check that C" = HomcA(CM, CA) s CM-modules. A silly but quick way to see this is to
put Q = Ρλ in the preceding sequence of equations. q.e.d. (Proposition 6)

For any s e if we have the wall crossing functor 9S : ®0 -> ®0 defined by 0S = 0 ° θ£
where AeP(/?)+ has stabilizer ϋ^λ = { ,̂ ^}. Remark that

EndP0 = C° = T®T*T= S®T*T .

Thus we may Interpret l/ s a functor l/ : ̂ 0 -» S — mod — Γ. Certainly VM0 = T.
Furthermore

Lemma 10. V0S ^ S ®ss V : S>Q -» S - mod - T.

Proof. This follows from the above theorem 12 and proposition 6. q.e.d.

4. Hecke algebras and bimodules, revisited

In this section 'W is always a Weyl group. It acts on I) by the reflection representation
and we set S = S (t)).

4.1. Some results on bimodules. Let the graded S-bimodules Ba, B^ e S — Mod — 5
be both of the form S ®ss S... (x)st S for suitable s9...,te£f depending on a, .

Proposition 7. HomS(g)S(Ba, B^) is afree right (and left) S-module offinite rank.

Proof. By lemma 10 of the preceding subsection there are objects Pa, P e ̂ 0
that VPa Ba ®s Γ, VPp * E ®s Γ. But

HomQT(Pa, P^) = Homs^r(l/Pa, l/P,)

= Homs e Γ (Βα ® s Γ, B^ ®s T)
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is a free right -module of finite rank by theorem 5. Since HomS(g)S(Ba, B^) is graded and
finitely generated, this proves the proposition. q.e.d.

Proposition 8. For any commutative (not necessarily graded} S-algebra S' the
canonical map Homs s (Ba, B^) ® s S' -> Homs 0jS, ( (g)s S", B^ (g)s S') is an isomorphism.

Proof of proposition 8. We first show this for S' = S° = C. Indeed

a, Eß) ®s S° = Homs® r (Ba ®s , B^ (x)s T) ®TS°

= HomÖT(Pa, Pß) (x)TS° by theorem 11

= Homg(Pa ®T S°, Pß ®TS°) by theorem 5

= HomS(8)So (Ba ®r S0, B^ (x)r 5°) by proposition 5 .

Now we want to deduce the case of arbitrary 5". We need

Lemma 11. Lei f\H'-+Hbea morphism of graded free S-modules of finite rank
and suppose the specialized map H' ®s 5° -> H (x)s S° is an injection. Then f is a split in-
jection. (By a morphism of graded modules we mean a morphism of modules which is
homogeneous of degree zero.)

Proof of lemma 1 1 . First specialize to the generic point. Put Q = Quot S. Then
dimQ(coker/) ®sö ̂  rk(//) — rk (/T). By the assumptions

dimc (coker/) ®s S° = rk (H) - rk (H'} .

But for general reasons

dimß (coker/) ®5 Q ̂  dimc (coker/) ®s 5°

and since coker/ is graded equality implies it is free. Hence coker/ is free over S and
dimß (coker/) ®SQ = dimQ(H<S)sQ) - dimQ(H' ®sß). This in turn implies that /
induces an injection H' <g)s Q -> H <g)s g, and since H' is torsion free/has to be an injection
itself. But coker/ is free, thus/is split. q.e.d. (Lemma 11)

Using this lemma, we show

Lemma 12. Lei H' -> H -> H" be a complex of graded free S-modules of finite rank
and suppose the specialized complex H' ®SSQ -» H ®SSQ -» H" ®S5° left exact. Then
the complex itself is left exact and split, i.e. isomorphic to a complex

H' -> H' ® H( -» H[

with the obvious maps.

Proof. Apply the preceding lemma twice. q.e.d.
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Now we prove the proposition for S' arbitrary. Indeed, we just have to show that for all
M e S — mod the canonical map

can:HomS(8)S(Ba,B^)(8)sM -> HomS(g)S(Ba, B^ ®SM)

is an isomorphism. Let F = {(S ® S)m -> (S ® S)n -> Ba} be a graded free resolution of
Ba. We get a morphism of sequences

By the case S' = 5° which we did already, this is an isomorphism for M = S°. In parti-
cular HomS(g)S(F, B^) ®SS° is left exact. Thus by the preceding lemma Homs ® s (F, B ) is
left exact and split s a sequence of right S-modules, thus HomS(g)S(F, B^) ®SM is left
exact for any M. This in turn shows that can is always an isomorphism.

q.e.d. (Proposition 8)

4.2. Realisation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis via bimodules. We now prove theorem 2
from the introduction. Basically we showed part 4. in the preceding subsection. In addition
to this Information we have to use theorem 4 and the results of [Soe90].

Proof of theorem 2. 1. We establish the existence of the Ex. This is done by an
induction on the length of x, the case χ = e being trivial. Let 5* be graded s in the in-
troduction, i.e. degl) = 2. Put S+ = @ S1 and consider the coinvariants C = 5/(5+)^ S.

In [Soe90] I defined certain graded C- bimodules By e C — Mod — C for y e i^ and was
interested mostly in the graded C-modules Dy = By-i ®c C e C — Mod. Let us simplify
notation and put Oy = Dy-i. It is clear from the definitions that By^By®sC and
Dy ^ By ®S5° if By happens to exist.

Now suppose Bx is already constructed and sx > χ for some SE&*. Then

y<x

with n(s, x, y) suitable integers ^ 0. Consider the graded ring End^^SX — 1) ®SSBJC). We
have

l) ®SSBX) ®SS° = End-(S(-l) ®5,ΒΧ®55°)

By[Soe90]weknowthatS'(-l) ®SSOX = Ds;c 0 0 n(s, x,y)Oy.By the Erweiterungssatz
y<x

of [Soe90] the endomorphisms of this object live only in degrees ^ 0. Thus the same is
true for Ends0S(S(—1) ®SSBX) and in degree zero we get a ring isomorphism

Let p be the projection onto DSJC on the right hand side, and denote its preimage by p s
well. This idempotent induces a decomposition S( — 1) ®5*ΒΧ = im/? 0 ker/? such that
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im/? ®5 5° ̂  Dsx and ker/7 ®s S° s 0 n (s, χ, y) Ό Now if M, W e S - Molf - S are

such that <M >, (W) e <$(3?) we know that M ®SS° ̂ N®s S° implies M ̂  N, say since
under the action of Jf on the split Grothendieck group <C — Mof> of the category C ~ Mof
of finitely generated graded C-modules the annihilator in Jf of <C> is zero. In particular
ker/7 ̂  0 n (s, x, .y) Br and it follows that £(C'SX) = <im/7>. Thus Esx = im/7 does the Job.

2. By construction Bx (x)s S0 ̂  D^ and Dx is indecomposable.

4. is clear from the preceding subsection.

3. Remark that by 4. End^^BJ ®5S0 = End^QDJ. By the Erweiterungs-
X X

satz the latter ring lives only in positive degrees and its degree zero part is the span of the
projections along the direct sum. From this 3. follows immediately. q.e.d. (Theorem 2)

4.3. Deformations of projectives, revisited. The Lx = L(x~1 · 0)e &0 for xei^
represent the simple objects of this category. For any ideal / c T of finite codimension let
Px 6 Θ1 be the projective cover of Lx in &1.

Proposition 9. We have l/P/ ^ Bx ®s T/I for all χ Ε W.

Proof. Let Pf e ̂ 0 be the deformation of the above projective. We proceed by in-
duction on the length of je, the case χ = e being trivial. Suppose the theorem is established for

χ and s e £f is a simple reflection with sx > x. Certainly 9S P® ^ Psf ® 0 /i (5, x, 7) Py^ with

the above notations, by the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures and theorem 6. On the other hand
S (8)5*83. ̂  Bsx 0 0 n (s, x, y) By when we forget about grading. If we apply V to the first

y<x
equation and (x)s Tto the second, the left hand sides are isomorphic by lemma 10. Thus the
right hand sides are isomorphic s well. If we then apply ®TTJI to them and use the
induction hypothesis, we find that indeed VPjx = VP8* ®r T/I = Esx ®Γ Τ '//. q.e.d.

5. Harish-Chandra bimodules

5.1. Construction and uniqueness of the functor V. Recall from the introduction the
category 3f of Harish-Chandra bimodules with generalized trivial central character from
both sides.

Proposition 10. There exists an exact functor V : 3C -> <C — mod such that V anni-
hilates all irreducibles except the irreducible principle series L t f f l and dim V L = l. Further-
more such a V is unique up to nonunique isomorphism.

Proof. Certainly this can be deduced from generalities on abelian C-categories. In
our special Situation we can proceed s follows: For any Z+-primary ideal /cZ put
tf * = {Xe Jf | XI = 0}. All the tfI have enough projectives. For I = (Z +)n put tfI = tf".
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Now choose projective covers Pn of L in tfn, choose surjections
and set VX = limHom^ (Pn, X) for Xe $f. There is our functor.

If V is another one, choose a nonzero element ve V L, a compatible System of
surjections Pn -» L and a compatible System of preimages v" e V P" of v. Then the maps
VX= limHom^(Pn, X) -> !/'JT given by {/"} h-» (l/'/") (t;") for Λ » 0 are easily seen to
define an equivalence of functors. q.e.d.

Certainly the Z-actions on Xe Jf7 give rise to a Z-bimodule structure on VX. We can
(and will) thus always regard V s a functor l/ : ̂ f -> Z — mod — Z. We prove

Theorem 13. Lei Ια Z be a Z +-primary ideal, QtJtf1 projective, M ε 3? arbitrary.
Then the functor V induces an isomorphism Ηοηι^(Μ, Q) -» HomZ(g)Z(!/Af, 1/0.

Pr00/. To prove this we have to give another construction of V. Recall the category
&o from section 3.3. In [Soe86] I construct an equivalence 3f = &%. This commutes with
the left Z-actions on these categories. On the other hand ξ : Z -> S induces an isomorphism
ZA = SA of the completions at Z+ (resp. S+) of Z (resp. 5) and this way the right ΖΛ-
action on 3f corresponds to the S A -action on 0$ given by the nilpotent part of the i)-action.
For later use let us note that under the above equivalence Jf = &Q the object tl/U/e Jf
corresponds to M0 ®Γ Τ/ Ιέ (9%.

Now remember our deformed antidominant projective P0 e ®0 with endomorphism
ring EndQT P0 = T (χ)Γ^ Τ and the functor

I/o = HomQT(P0, ) : QT - mod -> T®T* T- mod .

Consider the composition jf = (P % -+ T ®T* T - mod -* T - mod - T -» Z - mod - Z,
the last arrow given by restriction via £ : Z -» Γ. This functor has the characterizing pro-
perties, so we just constructed our old l/ : ̂ f -> Z — mod — Z in a rather akward way.
However, seen this way the theorem is a direct consequence of corollary l from section
3.3. q.e.d.

Finally let us prove theorem 3 from the introduction. The Statement was

Theorem 14. There exists an equivalence of categories 3C = nil — A.

Proof of theorem 14. For a Z+-primary ideal 7c:Z let 7sc:5 denote the S + -
primary component of ζ(Ι)5. Consider any 5-bimodule s a Z-bimodule via ξ. We need:

Proposition 11. Let P^ be the indecomposable projectives oftf1, suitably parametrized
by xe HT. Then VPl

x £ BX/BXIS s Z-bimodules.

Proof. This follows directly from the above construction of l/ together with
proposition 9 from section 4.3. q.e.d.
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For any C-algebra R let mode - R denote the category of finite dimensional right
Λ-modules. We now have equivalences of categories

JT ' s mode -

S mod* - Endses(0 BX/B,/S)
X

S mode - Ends β s (0 B J ® s S/ 7S

But clearly these equivalences can be choosen in a compatible way for smaller and smaller
/, and in the limit we obtain the theorem. q.e.d. (Theorem 14)

5.2. The functor V commutes with tensor products. This section is devoted to proving
the following

Proposition 12. There is a natural equivalence V(X®U Y) ^ V(X) (x)z V(Y) of
functors 3tf x tf -» Z — mod — Z.

First we have to establish some preparatory results. Let

GKdim: Jf -> {-oo, 0, 1,2, ...}

be the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.

Lemma 13. GKdim X ^ GKdim(Ar®u Y) ^ GKdim Υ for all X, Fe JP.

Proof. [Jan83], 10.3. q.e.d.

Let /c Z be a Z+-primary ideal. All projectives of Jf l are direct summands of
Ιί-bimodules of the form E ® U //U for £ a finite dimensional representation of g. Here the
left g-action is the tensor product action, but the right g-action is just the action on the second
factor. So all projectives of Jtf1 are projective s right U//U-modules. Analogously define
the category I3f = {Xe 3f \ IX = 0}. It also has enough projectives and these are projective
s left U//U-modules. Consider the bifunctor ®u = ®u//u : J^1 x 'tf -> tf. Let us denote

by Torf its higher derived functors. They depend on /. The Torf can be computed using a
projective resolution in either variable. Thus the preceding lemma generalizes to

Lemma 14. GK dim X ^ GK dim Tor1 (X, Y) ^ GK dim Y for all XeJ»?1, Ye '#,
i ^O.

Proof. Already given. q.e.d.
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Now consider the irreducible principal series L = soc(tl/Z + U). The short exact
sequence L c» U/Z + U -» coker gives us an exact sequence

Tor1 (coker, L) -> L ®u L -> L -» coker ®u L

and applying V to it, we see

Lemma 15. The composition L ®u L -> U / Z * U ® U L = L induces an isomorphism
l/ (L ® u L) ̂  l/ (L).

Proo/. Already given. q.e.d.

Remember the projective System Pn from subsection 5.1 giving rise to V. Choose a
nonzeromapP1 -» U/Z + li.Usinguniversalpropertieschooseamap01 : P1 -» P1®UP1

such that the diagram

commutes. Using universal properties again, choose inductively maps φη : Pn -> Pn ®u Pn

for all n such that
pn pn f pnΓ —* Γ ν&Ή Γ

l i
pn-1 ^ P^^jjP"-1

commutes. These choices give us a natural transformation

between functors JT χ «T -> C - mod, by setting (£({/„} ® {^„}) = {ΦΜ ° (Λ

By naturality this induces a natural transformation

<I>:V(X)®ZV(Y) -

between functors ̂  χ ^f -> Z - mod - Z.

Proposition 13. For a// ,̂ Ye tf this map φΧιΥ : V(X) ®z V(Y) -> V(X®U Y) is
an isomorphism.

Proof. First we show surjectivity. Let X" -> X -» A" be right exact. If for some Υ
both </>x'>y and φχ>>ίΥ are surjections, then φχ Y is surjective s well by a diagram chase. With
the same argument on the other side, we are reduced to show φΧΎ is surjective for simple X,
Y. This in turn is clear from lemma 13 if (X, 7) φ (L, L) and from lemma 15 if
(X, Y) = (L, L). So indeed φχ Y is always a surjection.

To prove bijectivity, we may without restriction assume Xe J^1 projective and Ye
for some Z+-primary ideal /c: Z. If X is projective in J^1 we know it is projective in
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mod - U//U. We also know V(X) is a free right Z//-module, by proposition 11. Thus for
projective X e J i f 1 both the functors V(X®UY) and V(X) ®z V(Y) are exact on Υ Ε ltf.
So we just have to show that for Xe J^1 projective, Υ Ε Jjf simple the dimensions of
V (X® u 7) and V(X) (x)z l/(7)areequal. For 7 simple, Υ Φ L both sides vanish and there
is no problem. To show equality of dimensions for Υ = L then is equivalent to showing
equality of dimensions for Y= U//U. In this case it is clear. q.e.d.

5.3. Reformulation in the setup of projective functors. Let us rephrase these theorems
in terms of projective functors. Put M = {M 6 g — mod| for all m ε M, 3n » 0 such that
(Z +)nm = 0} and consider the category 0> of projective functors F : M -> M in the sense of
[BG80]. Let Fx,xei^ be the indecomposable ones, suitably parametrized such that Fe = id
and FWQ corresponds to the antidominant projective. Let Z be the completion of Z at Z +. It
acts on M. Thus a right and a left action of Z on 3P.

For any graded object M (bounded below) let M be its completion "along the
graduation". For example S is the completion of S at S+. Certainly ξ induces an
isomorphism Z = S.

Theorem 15. 1. End^F^ = S ®s* S canonically. Namely the multiplication

Z® Z -> End^wo

and the obvious map Z ® Z -> S ®s* S are both surjections with the same kernel.

2. Identify S ®s* S — mod c: § — mod — § s a f ll subcategory. The functor
i /=Hom^(FW o ,) :^ -> 8-mod-Sisfullyfaithful.WehaveV(FoG)^
all F,Ge0>.

3. For a suitable parametrization of the Fx we have VFX ^

This theorem is merely a reformulation of the theorems in the preceding sections and
will not be proved.

5.4. Generalizations. To save time and indices I have not written this paper in the
maximal possible generality. Let me nevertheless formulate the results in f ll generality. One
may define an exact functor V : 3^%> -> C — mod characterized (up to non-unique
isomorphism) by the property that it annihilates all irreducibles except those of maximal
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, and maps those to a onedimensional vector space.

Again this can and will be regarded s a functor V : Jtf^ -+ Z — mod — Z and pro-
position 12 continues to hold with je replaced by Jf<g9 i.e. V(X®U Y) = V(X) ®ZV(Y)
naturally. Theorem 13 continues to hold s well when we take for 3? any block of 3? < and
for / c: Z any ideal of finite codimension. To generalize theorem 1 1 to the case of regul r (but
possibly non-integral) central character is also rather straightforward. Basically we ought
to replace W by the integral Weyl group. To include singular central character s into the
picture s well, we ought to first generalize the section on Hecke algebras and bimodules, but
I think the paper is already thick enough.
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